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Abstract 

Application level resource scheduling in distributed cloud 

computing is a significant research objective that grabbed the 

attention of many researchers in recent literature. Minimal 

resource scheduling failures, robust task completion and fair 

resource usage are the critical factors of the resource 

scheduling strategies. Hence, this manuscript proposed a 

scalable resource-scheduling model for distributed cloud 

computing environments that aimed to achieve the scheduling 

metrics. The proposed model called "Application Level 

Resource Scheduling with Optimal Schedule Interval Filling 

(RS-OSIF)" schedules the resource to respective task such that 

the optimal utilization of resource idle time achieved. The 

proposed model performs the scheduling in hierarchical order 

and they are optimal idle resource allocation, if no individual 

resource is found to allocate then it allocates optimal multiple 

idle resources with considerable schedule intervals filling. 

This manuscript explores (i) requirement of resource 

scheduling strategies, (ii) recent scheduling models found in 

contemporary literature, (iii) methods and materials used and 

approach of the proposed resource scheduling strategy (iv)and 

its advantage over other benchmarking models. The 

performance analysis of the proposal done through cross 

validation of the metrics like load (window of tasks) versus 

loss (no of tasks failed to accomplish), task completion 

optimality and process overhead in resource scheduling. The 

experimental results evincing that the proposed model is 

scalable and robust under the adapted metrics. 

Keywords: Cloud Computing, Distributed Systems, Resource 

Scheduling, Request window, Schedule interval filling 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing become more crucial [1], [2] due to 

phenomenal requirement of internet usage and big data with 

data in high volume and maximal access speed. The cloud 

computing environment facilitates the users with 

Infrastructure as a Service (IA as) and Platform as a Service 

(PA as) and Software as a Service (SaaS), which is a new 

dimension of executing the computer aided applications [3]. 

The users can access these service through internet under 

custom defined business interests such as pay per use, 

subscribe and use [4], [5]. The cloud infrastructure consists 

huge number of resources as alliance, hence the few of the 

factors found in cloud computing are often similar to other 

distributed computing environments such as grid computing. 

The process of resource management using virtualization that 

specific to cloud computing [6] enables to schedule the 

resources as utility [7]. Hence, the pay per use is possible only 

in cloud computing [2]. 

The overwhelmed demand of cloud computing evinces the 

need of optimal scheduling of the resources. This can be a 

significant challenge, since the load of tasks triggered by the 

users fluctuates dynamically and if resource scheduling is not 

at its optimal, then users find difficulty to focus on their own 

business interests [8]. 

The optimal resource scheduling found to be the most 

significant factor in Service Level Agreements (SLAs) 

executed between providers and users in cloud computing 

environments [9]. Henceforth, SLA execution failures those 

often evinced due to insignificant resource scheduling costs 

the revenue of the providers [10]. Technically, the cloud 

resource scheduling is a challenging problem for power-

efficient requirements in provider’s context and QoS in the 

context of users [11]. Significant contributions in cloud 

resource scheduling strategies noticed in contemporary 

literature [2], [3], [12]. According to these contributions, the 

resource scheduling optimization confirm to be NP-Hard [13], 

[14]. Hence the current researchers are aiming to optimize the 

resource scheduling such that the complexity is linear. In this 

context, this manuscript proposed a novel cloud resource 

scheduling strategy that evincing the process overhead as 

linear. 

 

RELATED WORK 

Contemporary models those related to resource scheduling in 

cloud computing environment are briefed here in this section. 

A detailed review of the scheduling strategies related to cloud 

computing were explored in [15]. The scheduling strategies 

specific to resource scheduling were considered in this 

section. The community aware resource scheduling [16] 
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aimed to optimize the buffering time of the resource and 

elapsed schedule time. This model reschedules the job in 

queue if not addressed by the resources that assigned earlier.  

Gaunt et.al [17] has proposed the resource scheduling 

technique that follows queuing theory that tends to escalate 

the mean idle time of the independent and dynamic jobs that 

are bounded to deadlines. For executing the suitable jobs and 

dequeuer, three workload-scheduling policies are proposed.  

The method that depicted by Altino et.al [18] aimed to 

schedule the resources in regard to fulfil the need of 

independent workloads. The criticality of this model is the 

scheduling of resources under SLA with power failure 

awareness, and optimal power utilization. Fault tolerance 

through decision making about system failures and share 

nodes control is another phenomenal proactive methodology 

that uses Virtual Machines. Such an approach depicted in 

[19], where the decision is making through feedbacks to 

schedule the resources with minimal contention. This model 

relies on preemption of the resources from the scheduled jobs 

and reschedules to achieve the contention free resource 

scheduling.  

Estimating the arrival rate and completion time of the jobs are 

two specific factors considered by the resource scheduling 

model depicted in [20]. In order to this, the depicted model 

uses Hadoop cluster that represents the set of resources that 

are interconnected. The objective of the model is to comprise 

the minimal allocation of resources to all of the active users.  

The other contemporary models that schedule the resources 

based on the job priority has proposed in [21], [22], [23], and 

[24]. The model depicted in [21] referred as dynamic priority 

scheduling algorithm (DPSA) that tends to resolve the issue of 

resource scheduling against service requests instead of tasks. 

The user requests related to services are analyzed and grouped 

as unit of tasks, which is based on their properties such as 

required resources and their priority. The similar objective is 

considered by the other model depicted in [22] that monitors 

user requirements through hyper visionary request monitoring 

that balances the resources by allocating resources 

dynamically. The model depicted in [23] opted to the process 

of virtualizing the resources dynamically to improvise the 

server usage. The metric skewness is adapted to estimate the 

disproportionate usage of the resources, which helps to 

balance the load and hotspot mitigation.  

The resource scheduling strategy depicted in [25] aimed to 

generate max possible revenue through allocating resources to 

the workloads having maximum requirement of the resources 

and having limited buffering time. Yiming et.al [26] has 

proposed hierarchical distributed loop self-resource 

scheduling policy to ensure balancing of load by using 

weighted self-scheduling approach in varied cloud 

environments. The attributes those entails the job priority and 

their resource requirements were used in [24], which are in 

use to sort the jobs in regard to resource scheduling. The 

common objective of all these priorities based scheduling 

models is minimal completion time. The other contemporary 

model, which is scheduling resources based on the SLA 

between provider and user is depicted in [27]. The considered 

metrics of the SLA are latency, throughput and cost. This 

model relied on “Minimized Geometric Buchberger 

Algorithm”, which is a stochastic integer programming. The 

multi objective scheduling strategy is depicted in [28], which 

is aimed to schedule the resources against scientific work 

loads. The critical objectives of the proposed model is optimal 

scheduling with minimal search time.  

Ordering web based applications in cloud based data center 

environments were explored in MUSE [29] and application 

placement controller [30]. The MUSE replicates the web 

applications deployed and uses a dispatch algorithm in 

frontend to serve each request rationally to reduce the 

infrequent servers. The model called application placement 

controller balances the load; in order to this the model uses 

network flow algorithms. Chen G et al., [31] proposed a 

model that integrates server allocation and load remitting for 

connection oriented services such as windows messenger. 

These contributions [29], [30], [31] are not dependent of 

virtual machines. Henceforth they use multi-tier architecture 

to organize the applications and also use a dispatch algorithm 

in frontend to balance the load. Compared to these models our 

application rationally virtualizes the application infrastructure 

and further schedules these virtual machines as resources.  

The context of the cloud computing is orientation of 

applications optimal data tracking, which is also often referred 

as data locality. The cloud service called Map Reduce [32] is 

one that often uses in this context of optimal data tracking. 

Isard M et al., [33] introduced a scheduling strategy called 

“Quincy” that schedules the tasks under the metrics like data 

locality maximization and fair allocation of resources. The 

similar contribution found in 34 that aimed to balance the 

execution time taken for data tracking process. The scheduling 

algorithm devised 35 schedules in the jobs under dynamic 

priorities to achieve the fair allocation of resources.  

Our work is similar to pure-software low-cost solutions [29], 

[31], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], which is application 

level resource scheduling strategy. Unlike the contemporary 

models observed in literature, the resource scheduling 

algorithm proposed here in this manuscript is generalized and 

not a dependent of any hardware resources and cloud services, 

which was primarily attempted and successfully materialized 

in [40]. The other critical factor is that the model proposed 

here is composition of the set tasks with similar resource 

requirement as a request window. To the best of our 

knowledge that gained from the review of the contemporary 

literature, this manuscript is the first contribution that studied 

scheduling of resources between similar tasks as one unit. The 

concept of accumulating similar tasks as one window to 

optimize the resource utilization is adapted here in this 

manuscript. 

 

RESOURCE SCHEDULING WITH SCHEDULE 

INTERVAL FILLING FOR CLOUD COMPUTING 

The Resource Scheduling with Schedule Interval Filling (RS-
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OSIF) is proposed in this manuscript functions as frontend to 

Resource Allocation Controller. Initially, the set of similar 

tasks triggered are pooled as a window. The schedule interval 

filling can be defined as usage of the interval time between the 

pair of resource scheduled times in sequence. The scheduling 

strategy performs the search for optimal resource for a given 

tasks window in a hierarchical order. The hierarchical order of 

the search for optimal resource is as follows: 

 A control frame respective to each triggered tasks 

window (here after referred as window) carries the 

requirements such as expected resource, time to engage 

that resource, the size of the window, window arrival 

time and its completion time.   

 The arrival time of request window is the aggregate 

value of time required to reach resource allocation 

controller, volume of time required to process a control 

frame (see Eq1). 

( ) ( )
i iw cf i cf i wt w p w t                             (Eq1) 

 // the aggregate value of arrival time ( )cf it w  of the control 

frame cf , process time ( )cf ip w ,time 
iwt required for the 

window to reach resource allocation controller and elapsed 

threshold   defined.   

The requirements and priorities obtained from the control 

frame, the proposed RS-OSIF schedules the resources, which 

are explored in following sections. 

 

RS-OSIF Scheduling Strategy 

Resource Allocation Controller executes RS-OSIF to perform 

resource allocation to the window that represented by the 

control packet arrived, which is as follows: 

The adaptable to the requirements and idle time of the 

resource that suits to accomplish the completion of the tasks 

window are two standards followed by proposed resource 

scheduling strategy.RS-OSIF, upon failure to identify an 

individual resource that meets the scheduling criteria, then 

pools minimal set of resources to meet this scheduling criteria, 

if failed then selects one or more resources with maximal 

scheduling intervals (idle time between pair of schedule times 

in sequence) and schedule them to fulfill the requirements of 

the window to be arrived. If either of these cases succeeds, 

then segments the window in to minimum number of windows 

such that resource scheduling succeeds under specified 

factors. The resource allocation to the target window at 

scheduling intervals, which is the third level of the proposed 

scheduling hierarchy, is explored in following steps.  

 Schedules a resource to the windows kw  and lw  

expected to be arrived at different times, if available 

with scheduling interval 
k lw wi  , such that  

o ( )
k l iw w wb i    //begin time ( )

k lw wb i   of the 

scheduling interval 
k lw wi  is less than the arrival 

time 
iw  of the window iw  

o ( ) ( )
k l iw w we i c    // end time ( )

k lw we i  of the 

interval
k lw wi  is greater than the completion 

time ( )
iwc   of the tasks in window

iw , here   is 

the elapsed completion time offset defined. 

 If failed to meet the above criteria, then selects minimal 

set of resources, which are already scheduled and 

having scheduling intervals such that, 

o Scheduling Interval begin time of all the selected 

compatible resources are identical and less than the 

arrival time of the window, and sum of the 

scheduling intervals is greater than the completion 

time of the tasks found in given window. If found 

pools all the selected resources and schedules to the 

target window. 

 If failed to meet the above criteria, then segments the 

target window in to two and executes RS-ISOF on each 

window.  

Strategy of RS-OSIF is explored with mathematical notations 

and algorithm flow in following Sections. 

 

Pseudo representation of scheduling algorithm 

( , )iRS w cf
 Begin 

1. Let cf  be the control frame of respective window 
iw ,  

2. r  // vector of optimal resources, which is empty 

initially.  

3. ( , )r RS OSIF cf R   

//invoking a method that tracks optimal resource under 

three levels of RS-OSIF that meets the criteria of 

requirements found in cf respective to the window iw , 

here R  is the set of resources available  

4. If ( r  ) Begin 

a. Partition the iw  in to two windows ,i iw w  and 

apply RS-OSIF on each such that control frame 

cf  represents the both windows. 

b.  ,iRS w cf  // invoking main method for first part 

of the window 

c.  ,iRS w cf  // invoking main method for second 

part of the window 

5. End // of line 4 

6. Else Begin // of line 4 

a. if the size of the r is one then schedules that resource  

b. Else pools the all resources as one unit and schedules 

to the window iw
represented by

cf
. 

c. Exit 

7. End // of condition in line 6 

8. End // of the function 
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Pseudo representation of optimal resource selection 

algorithm 

( , )RS OSIF cf R Begin 

1. er   // an empty vector that contains eligible 

resources identified during the process  

2. r  // an empty vector contains optimal resources to 

schedule found in the process. 

3. For-each { }r r R   begin 

4. If 

( ( ) ) ( )

( ( ) ( )) )

i

i

r w

r r w

b nit

e nit b nit c

 



    
 

     Begin// The begin of 

the next idle time frame 
( )rb nit

 that summed up with 

elapsed threshold  defined is less than the arrival 

time iw . In addition, the total idle time of the resource 

(which is the absolute difference between end and 

begin of the idle time) r is greater than the expected 

completion time iwc
of the given task window that 

summed up with completion elapsed offset 


 defined.  

5. r r  
6. Break the loop // in line 3. 

7. End //of the condition in line 4 

8. End of the loop in line 3 

9. If 
 r is not empty

 return r // completion of the 

method at first level of the hierarchy 

10. For-each 
{ }r r R 

 begin 

11. if
 ( ( ) ) ( )

ir wb nit   
begin 

a. er r  
12. End // of line 11 

13. End // of line 10 

14. If 
 er is not empty

 Begin 

a. Sort the er  as er  in descending order of their idle 

time 

b. 0snit   // aggregate of the idle times observed for 

selected resources in r  

15. For each
 r r er 

 Begin 

a. r r  

b. 
 ( ) ( )r rsnit e nit b nit  

 

c. If 
 ( )

iwsnit c  
 Begin 

d. Return r  // completion of the method at second level 

of the hierarchy 

16. End //of line 15 

17. End// of line 14 

18. 
er 

 // empty the vector er  

19. For-each 
{ }r r R 

 begin 

20. if
 ( ( ) ) ( )

ir wb si   
begin // if the begin of the 

schedule interval rsi
 of the resource r  is less than the 

arrival time 
iw  of the window iw  

a. er r  
21. End // of line 19 

22. End//line 18 

23. If 
 er is not empty

 Begin 

a. Sort the er  as er  in descending order of their 

schedule intervals 

24. For-each
 r r er 

 Begin 

a. r r  

b.  ( ) ( )r rsnit e si b si    

c. If  ( )
iwsnit c    Begin 

d. Return r  // completion of the method at third level 

of the hierarchy 

25. End //of line 24 

26. End// of line 23 

27. Return r  

28. End //of the Method 

In order to perform the resource scheduling, RS-OSIF 

initiates to track possible optimal resource, if failed then 

attempts to segment the window in to two windows and 

performs the scheduling of the resources for each partition. 

Here the process of segmenting the window is on demand; 

hence the segmentation process claims minimal overhead. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND EMPIRICAL 

ANALYSIS 

The performance of RS-OSIF is assessed through simulation 

study performed on Planet Lab [41] is used to simulate the 

distributed cloud computing environment with stream of tasks 

and rationally virtualized multiple resources. The performance 

of the RS-OSI`F is assessed by the metrics task load versus 

resource allocation failure, task load versus task completion 

optimality scheduling process overhead. The values observed 

for these metrics from the simulation study of RS-OSIF are 

compared to the results observed for these metrics from other 

benchmarking models called “A Framework for Resource 

Allocation Strategies in Cloud Computing Environment 

(FRAS)” [38] and the “analytic hierarchy process for task 

scheduling and resource allocation in cloud computing 

environment (AHP)” [39]. The parameters used in simulation 

environment are as follows (see Table1). 
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Table 1: Parameters used in simulation 

Number of users 125 

No of Resources and their virtualizations 155 

The range of tasks involved to form a 

Request window 

11 to 25 similar 

tasks 

The range of million instructions per request 

window 

0.1 to 1 

Range of task priorities 5 to 15 

elapsed threshold values used 0.05% of actual 

 

The similar tasks were pooled as window in the range of 11 to 

25 tasks in each window. The proposed RS-OSIF is 

implemented in java and deployed as frontend of the 

simulation. The resources scheduled and the tasks completion 

status was logged along with RS-OSIF execution flow. The 

execution flow logs were used to estimate the process 

overhead and the logs of scheduled resources and tasks 

completion state were used to assess the tasks load versus 

resource allocation failures and tasks completion optimality. 

The evinced results for these metrics at divergent load of tasks 

were compared with the results obtained from other 

contemporary models FRAS and AHP.  The comparison of 

Load versus resource scheduling failures observed for RS-

OSIF, FRAS and AHP were analyzed and represented in 

Figure 1 as line chart, which is concluding that the proposed 

model is 39%, 28% of scheduling failures were reduced that 

compared to FRAS and AHP respectively. 

 

 

Figure 1: Request window Load versus resource allocation 

failures. 

 

Table 2: Resource Scheduling Failure ratio against window 

load as set of instructions in millions. 

 

FRAS AHP RS-OSIF 

0.1 0.48 0.47 0.295 

0.2 0.51 0.48 0.331 

0.3 0.54 0.52 0.333 

0.4 0.76 0.57 0.344 

0.5 0.79 0.59 0.352 

0.6 0.81 0.67 0.381 

0.7 0.88 0.71 0.395 

0.8 0.92 0.79 0.402 

0.9 0.97 0.83 0.438 

1 0.99 0.87 0.44 

 

The task completion optimality observed for RS-OSIF and 

other two models were analyzed and compared in Figure 2. 

The comparison of task completion optimality observed for all 

of these three models evincing that the RS-OSIF is 

maximizing the task completion optimality by 31%, 28% in 

respective of FRAS and AHP.  

Process overhead observed against request window load (see 

Figure 3) is evinced as linear in the case of RS-OSIF, where in 

other two cases the process overhead is nonlinear (NP-Hard). 

 

Table 3: Task completion ratio against window load as set of 

instructions in millions. 

 

FRAS AHP RS-OSIF 

0.1 0.971 0.979 0.981 

0.2 0.969 0.981 0.984 

0.3 0.913 0.943 0.986 

0.4 0.764 0.784 0.987 

0.5 0.695 0.765 0.987 

0.6 0.634 0.654 0.986 

0.7 0.614 0.674 0.981 

0.8 0.481 0.511 0.979 

0.9 0.394 0.444 0.976 

1 0.217 0.247 0.97 

 

 

Figure 2: Request window Load versus task completion 

optimality. 
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The ratio of request window loss against the request window 

load is evinced in Figure 1. The request window load is 

normalized to the value between 0 and 1, which is actually the 

number of pool of tasks as window per unit of time. The 

experimental study indicating that the RS-OSIF is 

significantly defused the window loss that compared to other 

two models (see Figure 1 and Table 2). Hence the high task 

accomplishment observed for RS-OSIF (see Figure 2 and 

Table 3). The conditional execution of the levels of 

hierarchical order followed by RS-OSIF and allocation of 

resources to the pool of tasks also the context of pooling more 

than one resource to fulfil the need of a tasks window evinced 

the process overhead as linear (see Figure 3). 

 

Table 4: Process overhead Ratio observed against window 

load as instructions per window in millions. 

 FRAS AHP RS-OSIF 

0.1 0.257 0.301 0.251 

0.2 0.396 0.337 0.303 

0.3 0.494 0.413 0.345 

0.4 0.613 0.452 0.375 

0.5 0.535 0.504 0.375 

0.6 0.644 0.563 0.395 

0.7 0.717 0.607 0.43 

0.8 0.781 0.649 0.463 

0.9 0.748 0.709 0.47 

1 0.807 0.753 0.507 

 

 

Figure 3: Process overhead versus request window load 

 

Figure 4: Resource utilization ratio in million instructions per 

second. 

The resource utilization ratio is also being assessed (see Table 

5 and Figure 4) for proposed model and the other two models 

considered for experiments. The utilization ratio is measured 

as multiple instructions per second (MIPS), which is the 

benchmark standard proposed by standard performance 

Evaluation Corporation [42]. 

 

Table 5: Resource Utilization Ratio (as Million Instructions 

per Seconds) 

 FRAS AHP RS-OSIF 

0.1 0.00036 0.00037 0.00454 

0.2 0.00036 0.00038 0.00307 

0.3 0.00062 0.00071 0.00986 

0.4 0.00079 0.00089 0.00512 

0.5 0.00032 0.00033 0.00213 

0.6 0.00096 0.00099 0.00357 

0.7 0.00056 0.00064 0.00404 

0.8 0.00067 0.00072 0.00799 

0.9 0.00017 0.00025 0.00499 

1 0.0008 0.00083 0.00584 

 

CONCLUSION 

This manuscript proposed as resource scheduling algorithm 

for distributed cloud computing environment. The proposed 

model is “Resource Scheduling with Optimal Schedule 

Interval Filling (RS-OSIF)”, which is considering the similar 

tasks as one unit of window and scheduling the resources 

according to the availability of the priorities of each task in 

the tasks window and availability of the resource idle time. 

The proposed model schedules the resources in hierarchical 

order. In first level of the hierarchy, tracks an idle resource 

that fulfils the priorities of the tasks window, if failed then 

tracks the set of idle resources and pools them to fulfil the 

need, if failed then tracks for one or more resources with 

compatible scheduling intervals and pools them and schedules 

to respective tasks window. If failed to meet the any of the 

above criteria of the hierarchy, then reforms the tasks window, 

such that the available resources in current context can fulfil 

the requirements of the tasks window. The experimental study 

evincing that the proposed model is robust in resource 

scheduling with optimal task completion time and minimal 

resource allocation failures. Since the allocation strategy is 

performed in hierarchical order and execution of each level in 

hierarchy is conditional, the computational overhead is found 

as linear. The maximal resource utilization with minimal 

virtual machines and less computational over head is observed 

since the resources are allocated to the pool of tasks, instead 

to an individual task.  The future direction of the research can 

consider to compose the resources to the pool of divergent 

jobs (those need to execute in sequence or parallel) involved 

in each task to achieve optimal resource scheduling. 
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